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VOLUNTARY ANNOUNCEMENT 

SUCCESSFUL PATENT INFRINGEMENT SUIT 
 
This announcement is made by Comba Telecom Systems Holdings Limited (the “Company”, 

together with its subsidiaries, collectively the “Group”) on a voluntary basis. 

 

The board of directors (the “Board”) of the Company hereby announces that Comba Telecom 

Technology (Guangzhou) Limited, a wholly owned subsidiary of the Company, secured a win in its 

litigation against Guangdong Huisu Telecommunication Tech Inc. (“Huisu”).  A previous court 

ruling by Guangzhou Intellectual Property Court (the “Court”) determined that Huisu willfully 

infringed the Group’s patent for Remote Electronical Tilt (RET) antenna technology, and granted the 

Group both a ruling demanding cessation of infringement acts and monetary damages against Huisu.    

 

The Court ruled that Huisu has to cease its infringement, and such ruling against Huisu protected the 

legal right of the Group during the valid life of the Group’s asserted patent.  The life of the Group’s 

asserted patents extends to 2034.  Huisu would be barred from selling its patent infringing antenna 

products till May of 2034.   

 

Moreover, the Court also found that Huisu was utilizing its infringing antenna products to secure 

large-scale bidding projects and continued to generate illegal gains through its infringing activities 

from 2018 to 2019, and therefore ruled that Huisu’s willful infringement warranted payment of 

monetary damages to the Group. The aforesaid judgement is the first instance judgement and all the 

relevant remedies in the Court's judgement were stay pending completion of relevant legal appeal 

procedures. 
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